The Bending-Gradient theory for thick plates is the extension to heterogeneous plates of Reissner-Mindlin theory originally designed for homogeneous plates. In this paper the Bending-Gradient theory is extended to in-plane periodic structures made of connected beams (space frames) which can be considered macroscopically as a plate. Its application to a square beam lattice reveals that classical Reissner-Mindlin theory cannot properly model such microstructures. Comparisons with exact solutions show that only the BendingGradient theory captures second order effects in both deflection and local stress fields.
Introduction
The classical theory of plates, known also as Kirchhoff-Love plate theory is based on the assumption that the normal to the mid-plane of the plate remains normal after transformation. This theory is also the first order of the asymptotic expansion with respect to the thickness [1] . Thus, it presents a good theoretical justification and was soundly extended to the case of periodic plates [2] . It enables to have a first order estimate of the macroscopic deflection as well as local stress fields. In most applications the first order deflection is accurate enough. However, this theory does not capture the local effect of shear forces on the microstructure because shear forces are one higher-order derivative of the bending moment in equilibrium equations (Q α = M αβ,β ).
Because shear forces are part of the macroscopic equilibrium of the plate, their effect is also of great interest for engineers when designing structures. However, modeling properly the action of shear forces is still a controversial issue. Reissner [3] suggested a model for homogeneous plates based on a parabolic distribution of transverse shear stress through the thickness (Reissner-Mindlin theory) . This model performs well for homogeneous plates and gives more natural boundary conditions than those of Kirchhoff-Love theory. Thus, it is appreciated by engineers and broadly used in applied mechanics. However, the direct extension of this model to more complex microstructures raised many difficulties. Many suggestions were made for laminated plates [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] as well as in-plane periodic plates [10, 11] , leading to more complex models.
Revisiting the approach from Reissner [3] directly with laminated plates, Lebée and Sab [12, 13] showed that the transverse shear static variables which come out when the plate is heterogeneous are not shear forces Q α but the full gradient of the bending moment R αβγ = M αβ,γ . Using conventional variational tools, they derived a new plate theory -called Bending-Gradient theory -which is actually turned into Reissner-Mindlin theory when the plate is homogeneous. This new plate theory is seen by the authors as an extension of Reissner's theory to heterogeneous plates which preserves most of its simplicity. Originally designed for laminated plates, it was also extended to in-plane periodic plates using averaging considerations such as Hill-Mandel principle and successfully applied to sandwich panels [14, 15] .
In order to give a more comprehensive illustration of the features of this new theory, we extend its homogenization scheme to space frames (Section 2). Space frames are large roofings made of many identical unit-cells. Numerous illustration are given in Buckminster Fuller's achievements. In this work, a space frame is a unit-cell made of connected beams periodically reproduced in a plane and which "from far" can be considered as a plate. Many devices fall into this category: space trusses [16, 17, 18, 19] , tensegrity, nexorade [20] , gridshells [21] , lattices, expanded metal, gratings, etc.
Let's point out that very few methods exist in the literature for deriving a thick plate macroscopic model when the microstructure is made of structural elements. Clearly, theories for laminates are not suitable for the present microstructure and we need an approach which takes into account the periodicity of the plate. There is also a large literature dedicated to the homogenization of beam lattices (also referred as discrete medias [22, 23] ). However, these approaches lead only to 3D or in-plane macroscopic models. Finally, the work from Lewiski [10] and Cecchi and Sab [11] suggest homogenization techniques for a thick plate which apply only to microstructures with the classical Cauchy's continuum. Hence, in this respect the present approach is innovative.
One can argue that from an engineering point of view, the full simulation of the lattice remains affordable in terms of computation and will directly lead to more accurate results. However, because these structures are periodic, their design is often based on the assessment of a single unit-cell. Engineers check if this unit-cell sustains highest loads in critical areas and then, set the design for the entire roof. Having a single unit-cell reproduced many times enables returns to scale and reduces costs. Such an approach requires a good knowledge of local stress fields in the unit-cell generated by macroscopic loadings, independently of the configuration of the plate, which is exactly the purpose of homogenization techniques. Hence these approaches are complementary of full simulations.
In Section 3 we consider a square beam lattice ( Figure 1 ) and apply both Bending-Gradient and Cecchi and Sab [11] Reissner-Mindlin homogenization scheme. This very simple pattern will enable the derivation of closed-form solutions of the auxiliary problems which are easy to interpret even if the approach can handle 3D geometries. Let us already point out that, because of the patterns symmetries, the Reissner-Mindlin shear forces stiffness F ∼ (Q α = F αβ γ β , where γ α is Reissner-Mindlin shear strain) is necessarily isotropic 1 : F αβ = F δ αβ . However, the pattern must be somehow sensitive to the bending orientation. In order to check this prediction, a comparison with exact solutions of the cylindrical bending of the lattice in two orientations is performed in Section 4. It reveals that only the Bending-Gradient theory is able to capture second order effects both in terms of deflection and local stress fields.
Homogenization of a periodic space frame as a thick plate
Full details about the Bending-Gradient plate theory are provided in [12, 13, 14] . In this section we recall its main features and derive a homogenization scheme dedicated to space frames.
Summary of the Bending-Gradient plate model
We consider a linear elastic plate which mid-plane is the 2D domain ω ⊂ R 2 . Cartesian coordinates (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) in the reference frame (e − 1 , e − 2 , e − 3 ) are used to describe macroscopic fields. At this stage, the microstructure of the plate is not specified.
The membrane stress N αβ , the bending moment M αβ , and shear forces Q α (α, β, γ... = 1, 2) are the usual generalized stresses for plates. Moreover, the main feature of the Bending-Gradient theory is the introduction of an additional static unknown: the gradient of the bending moment R αβγ = M αβ,γ . The 2D third-order 2 tensor R ⌢ complies with the following symmetry: R αβγ = R βαγ . It is possible to derive shear forces Q − from R ⌢ with: Q α = R αββ . The full bending gradient R ⌢ has six components (taking into account symmetries of indices) whereas Q − has two components. Thus, using the full bending gradient as static unknown introduces four additional static unknowns. More precisely: R 111 and R 222 are respectively the cylindrical bending part of shear forces Q 1 and Q 2 , R 121 and R 122 are respectively the torsion part of these shear forces and R 112 and R 221 are linked to strictly self-equilibrated stresses. Equilibrium equations and stress boundary conditions are detailed in Appendix A. They are very similar to those of Reissner-Mindlin theory where Q α = M αβ,β is replaced by
The main difference between Reissner-Mindlin and Bending-Gradient plate theories is that the latter enables the distinction between each component of the gradient of the bending moment whereas they are mixed into shear forces with Reissner-Mindlin theory.
Generalized stresses N αβ , M αβ and R αβγ work respectively with the dual strain variables: e αβ , the conventional membrane strain, χ αβ the curvature and Γ αβγ the third order tensor related to generalized shear strains. These strain fields must comply with the compatibility conditions and boundary conditions detailed in Appendix A.
Finally, assuming uncoupling between (N ∼ , M ∼ ) and R ⌢ (see [12, 14] ), the Bending-Gradient plate constitutive equations are written as:
where A ∼ ∼ , B ∼ ∼ , D ∼ ∼ are conventional Kirchhoff-Love fourth order stiffness tensors and ":" is the double contraction product. The generalized shear compliance tensor f ⌢ ⌢ is a sixth order tensor 3 and " · · · " denotes a triple
In some cases, the Bending-Gradient is turned into a Reissner-Mindlin plate model. This is the case for homogeneous plates. In order to estimate the difference between both plate models we defined the isotropic projection of the Bending-Gradient stress energy density on a Reissner-Mindlin one in [12] . According to this projection, the Reissner-Mindlin part of f and the Reissner-Mindlin stress energy densities:
The scalar ∆ RM/BG gives an estimate of the pure warping fraction of the shear stress energy and is a criterion for assessing the need for the Bending-Gradient model: 0 ≤ ∆ RM/BG < 1. When the plate constitutive equation reduces to a Reissner-Mindlin one, we have exactly ∆ RM/BG = 0 and both theories are strictly identical. Finally, if f are function of the plate microstructure. Their derivation is based on the homogenization scheme discussed in the next section.
Homogenization scheme
When the plate is laminated, closed-form expression for
where derived in [12] . When the plate is periodic those tensors must be derived using an homogenization procedure. This procedure relies on the fundamental assumption that loadings as well as macroscopic variables (M ∼ , M ∼ , R ⌢ ) varies slowly compared to the size of the microstructure (the unit-cell). This means that at the scale of the unit-cell the macroscopic fields can be considered as uniform. Hence, it is possible to define auxiliary problems which enable the derivation of the actual microscopic fields as a linear superposition of macroscopic fields. Once this is done, it is straightforward to take the average of the elastic energy stored inside the unit-cell and equate it to the macroscopic elastic energy density (namely the macroscopic constitutive equation). This analogy between micro and macroscopic energy is usually called Hill-Mandel principle. When the plate microstructure is constituted of a 3D continuum, the auxiliary problems were introduced in [14] . In the present case, we consider periodic plates which unit-cell is constituted of connected beams. This necessitates the adaptation of the homogenization scheme for 3D continuum. In this section, we first describe the unitcell and the related beam model. Then the Kirchhoff-Love auxiliary problem which enables the derivation of A ∼ ∼ , B ∼ ∼ , D ∼ ∼ is adjusted to this type of plate. Finally, the Bending-Gradient auxiliary problem is derived through a direct approach and defines the compliance f ⌢ ⌢ .
The unit-cell of the space frame
In this section, we give a general description of the space frame and set the main assumptions. We also introduce some useful definitions.
We consider an in-plane periodic plate which unit-cell is made of an assembly of connected beams ( Figure 2) . The unit-cell reference frame is (e − 1 , e − 2 , e − 3 ) associated with the local coordinate y − = (y 1 , y 2 , y 3 ). There are n b beams constituting the unit-cell intersecting at nodes (see Figure 2) . Each beam connects two nodes through a path γ k . The collection of γ k is Γ = ∪ n b k=1 γ k . Without loss of generality, we assume here a perfect connection at nodes (fully clamped). Furthermore, a subset of these nodes are pairs of periodicity nodes: they connect the unit-cell to its neighbors. Thus interior nodes are denoted I i (i = 1, n i ) and periodicity pairs P j and P j , (j = 1, n p ).
Local beam equations. The local reference frame along each beam is denoted (t − , n − , b − ) associated with the coordinate s − = (s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ). The unit vector t − is oriented in the direction of the neutral axis of the beam. For the sake of simplicity, beams are assumed rectilinear and follows St Venant's approximation with uniform torsion. Consequently, the resultant force r − and the moments m − are defined as follows:
where S is the beam section, σ ∼ B is the beam's local 3D stress and × denotes the cross product. Each beam is subjected to distributed forces k − and torques l − . The corresponding equilibrium equations are:
Where " ′ " denotes the derivative with respect to s 1 . The constitutive equation writes as follows:
where u − is the beam displacement and θ − its rotation. E ∼ and G ∼ are the beam stiffness tensors. For instance, when there are two axis of symmetry for the section, these tensors write in the local reference frame of the beam (t − , n − , b − ), as:
where E is the Young modulus, G the shear modulus of the constitutive material of the beam. S is the section area, S s,2 and S s,3 are the shear areas in each direction. J is the torsion constant, I 2 = S s Kinematic and static constraints on the assembly. Since we assumed perfect connection, displacements and rotations must be continuous at interior nodes I i in all the following.
Moreover, local equilibrium at each interior node must be fulfilled:
where n bj is the number of beams connecting at node I j , k r − denotes the resultant of beam k connected to the node. Moreover, ǫ k = +1 if k t − , the tangent vector of beam k, is directed toward the node and
is directed away the node. Additionally we define periodicity conditions as:
Elastic energy. The complementary elastic energy per unit surface stored inside the unit-cell will be used in the homogenization scheme. It is defined as the sum along Γ of the beams stress energy density:
where A is the in-plane area of the unit-cell
Homogenization as Kirchhoff-Love plate
In this section, we recast the Kirchhoff-Love auxiliary problem -originally defined for 3D continuumin a suitable form for the unit-cell we just introduced.
In the case of a 3D continuum, the Kirchhoff-Love auxiliary problem consists in applying the global displacement field
on average on the unit-cell, taking into account upper and lower free faces of the plate [14] . Here, we introduced the convenient notation:ê In the present case, there is an additional displacement field which carries energy in the unit-cell: the 3D rotation field θ − . Rotations are related to the skew-symmetric part of the gradient of the displacement. The rotation pseudo-vector related to the skew symmetric part of U − KL ⊗ ∇ − is :
where ω ∼ = e − 2 ⊗ e − 1 − e − 1 ⊗ e − 2 is the permutation operator. Thus we suggest to apply both U − KL and Θ − KL on average on the unit-cell in the case of a space frame. This leads to the following Kirchhoff-Love auxiliary problem P KL :
per and θ − per continuous at node I i ∀i = 1...n i , r − KL and m − KL equilibrated at node
where the subscript "per" refers to periodicity (u − per and θ − per are also named corrector fields). NB: The free faces boundary condition is implicitly included in the present auxiliary problem. Actually, from one node to another, beams are free. In addition, no vertical displacement is prescribed at nodes. However, the displacement of one node belonging to the reference plane of the plate must be blocked in order to prevent rigid motion.
Solving 
Kirchhoff-Love stiffness tensors are derived using Hill-Mandel principle. The Kirchhoff-Love plate energy density is identified to the energy stored in the unit-cell (Equation 10):
Kirchhoff-Love plate moduli are then evaluated as follows:
Finally, using the inverted constitutive equation,
we get the following local stress field generated by uniform membrane stress N ∼ and bending moment M ∼ on the unit-cell:
Homogenization as Bending-Gradient plate
Once the Kirchhoff-Love homogenization is performed, it becomes possible to derive the BendingGradient localization field and constitutive equation. In [14] , the homogenization scheme was suggested for 3D Cauchy continuum. However, in the present case, the unit-cell is constituted of structural elements. We suggest here a direct approach similar to the one used for deriving laminated plates localization fields [13] .
Provided M ∼ is uniform in the unit-cell, the localization fields r − (M) , m − (M) in (19) follow the equilibrium equations of Problem 14. Let us assume a macroscopic linear variation of M ∼ through the unit-cell: M * αβ = M αβ + R αβγ y γ and define the Bending-Gradient localization field as:
and
Injecting this field in Problem 14 leads to the definition of the Bending-Gradient auxiliary problem:
where
are the distributed loadings generated by a uniform gradient of the bending moment R ⌢ . Solving the problem for each individual component of R αβγ leads to the localization stress fields r R iγβα , m R iγβα . The complete local stress field can be reconstructed by linear combination:
The generalized shear compliance is then evaluated as follows:
3. Homogenization of a square lattice as a Bending-Gradient plate
In order to illustrate this homogenization scheme, we consider a very simple structure: a square beam lattice ( Figure 1) . In this section, we derive the homogenized behavior of the lattice as a Bending-Gradient plate and also as a Reissner-Mindlin plate. Figure 3 shows the unit-cell of the lattice idealization. It is constituted of two beams ("h": horizontal, "v": vertical) which lie in the (e − 1 , e − 2 ) plane. Hence their local reference frames write as (e − 1 , e − 2 , e − 3 ) for beam "h" and (e − 2 , −e − 1 , e − 3 ) for beam "v". Both beams are identical with length b. We assume the beam section has two orthogonal axis of symmetry. One axis is e − 3 so that the beam stiffness tensors write as Equation 7 in the local reference frame.
The unit-cell

Kirchhoff-Love auxiliary problem
Computation details of Kirchhoff-Love auxiliary problem are given in Appendix B. Here, we give directly the generalized stress field localization as function of N ∼ and M ∼ in the local reference frame of each beam: 
This result is rather intuitive: membrane traction in Direction 1 generates only uniform traction of beam "h", as well as N 22 generates traction in beam "v". In plane shear N 12 puts both beams in non-uniform in-plane bending. Similarly, pure bending in Direction 1 generates pure out-of-plane bending of beam "h" as well as M 22 generates pure out-of-plane bending in beam "v". Finally, plate torsion M 12 generates pure torsion in both beams. NB : All localization fields are continuous except the one generated by N 12 . This is not incorrect, the generalized stress discontinuity being introduced by the node. Actually, the node is equilibrated.
The corresponding Kirchhoff-Love stiffness tensors are:
where we introduced Voigt notation A ∼ ∼ for fourth order tensors A ∼ ∼ as:
NB : the corresponding notation for N ∼ and M ∼ is:
There is no coupling between N ∼ and M ∼ (B ∼ ∼ = 0) and there is no Poisson's effect (A 1122 = D 1122 = 0). related to M ∼ is given in the local reference frame by:
First, we have directly
Similarly for beam "v" we have:
The solution of Problem 22 is derived a very similar way as for Kirchhoff-Love auxiliary problem. It is not detailed here. The generalized stress localization in the local reference frame of each beam is:
Let recall that Q 1 = R 111 + R 122 and Q 2 = R 121 + R 222 . Thus the resultants h r − (R) and v r − (R) are directly function of the shear forces. However, the torsion part of shear forces (R 122 and R 121 ) generates additional torsion and bending in h m − (R) and v m − (R) . Thus, shear forces related to cylindrical bending and torsion do not generate the same local stress field.
Reissner-Mindlin localization
In order to compare in details the Bending-Gradient theory with Reissner-Mindlin theory, we also considered a Reissner-Mindlin homogenization scheme. We chose Cecchi and Sab [11] method for deriving a Reissner-Mindlin constitutive equation. Following the work from Whitney [4] , Cecchi and Sab [11] assume the plate is under cylindrical bending for deriving local stress fields and a Reissner-Mindlin constitutive equation. The derivation is not detailed here. However, the related Reissner-Mindlin field localization is easily obtained, setting R 111 = Q 1 , R 222 = Q 2 and R 121 = R 122 = R 112 = R 221 = 0 in Equation 34:
Thus, there is no more correction of m − .
Constitutive equations
Bending-Gradient. The Bending-Gradient compliance is derived using Equation 26 and is:
where 
in the main reference frame. We used the following Voigt notation (see [13] for full details):
In order to go further in the interpretation, we rewrite f ⌢ ⌢ as:
Reissner-Mindlin. The Reissner-Mindlin shear force compliance is derived using Equation 26 again where the Reissner-Mindlin localization field (35) is plugged:
which is the surface average of individual beam shear force stiffness. and J = 2I 2 where d is the beam diameter. Thus:
The ratio b/d is typically larger than 4 (otherwise a 3D modelization of the unit-cell would be more suitable) and leads to η typically larger than 10. Clearly, the contribution of η t
is dominant. This point is confirmed when deriving the relative distance between Bending-Gradient and ReissnerMindlin model introduced in Subsection 2.1: is activated by the plate's configuration, the results might be quite different both in deflection and in local stress fields as will be illustrated in the next section.
Cylindrical bending of a square beam lattice
In order to give a clear demonstration of the additional warping effects included in the Bending-Gradient theory we compare Kirchhoff-Love, Reissner-Mindlin and Bending-Gradient models to the exact solution in cylindrical bending configuration where the lattice direction is rotated by 0 and 45 with respect to the bending direction. Figure 4 shows the lattice configuration when the bending direction is the same as the one of the lattice. It is bent in Direction x 1 along 2n unit-cells and is infinitely periodic in Direction x 2 . Longitudinal beams ("h") are transversely loaded with the sine shaped load k − = −k 0 sin κx 1 e − 3 , where κ = π L is the wave number and L is the span: L = 2nb. 
Lattice at 0
Exact solution
The exact solution for this configuration is straightforward. Transverse beams ("v") in Direction 2 are not loaded and longitudinal beams are simply supported with the transverse load k − . The deflection along longitudinal beams is:
the bending moment is:
and the shear force is:
Homogenization approximations
The plate surrogate for the configuration of the beam lattice given in Figure 4 is a simply supported plate under cylindrical bending. The plate distributed load is p − = k 0 /b sin κx 1 e − 3 in order to have the same loading per unit surface.
The boundary value problem is stated as follows. We assume invariance in x 2 direction. The plate is simply supported in 
There is no localization related to shear forces and then:
As expected, the Kirchhoff-Love homogenization scheme underestimates the deflection because it does not take into account second order effects related to R ⌢ . Additionally it does not capture local stress generated by shear forces. However, it is common practice for laminated plates to use the 3D equilibrium equation integrated through the thickness in order to derive this field. Here, we can use the microstructure's beam equilibrium equation (5) 
Lattice at 45
Now we simply rotate the lattice of 45 with respect to the bending direction. Figure 5 shows the lattice in this new configuration. It is bent in Direction x 1 along 2n diamond shaped unit-cells and is infinitely periodic in direction x 2 . The beams are transversely loaded with the sine shaped load k − = −k 0 sin κx 1 e − 3 . Now the span is: L = 2 √ 2nb ( Figure 6 ). There are two sets of beams. The first set "+" is numbered 1..2n and is rotated by +π/4 in (e − 1 , e − 2 ) plane and the second set "−" is rotated by −π/4. It is symmetric to set + with respect to any (A j , e − 1 , e − 3 ) plane. Hence the focus is on set + in the following.
Beams are perfectly connected at nodes A j located at x 1 = x j = jb/ √ 2. Simple support condition occurs at node A 0 and A 4n : both beams are perfectly connected together, however the node is free to rotate with respect to the support.
Exact solution
The derivation of the exact solution of this problem, though cumbersome, does not raise any difficulty. It is detailed in Appendix C. The results are summarized here for the set of beams "+". The generalized stresses in the local reference frame of the beam for x j < x 1 < x j+1 are:
13 
where cos j = cos κx j , α = GJ EI2 is the ratio between torsion and bending of the beam,
24 is the unit-cell size versus span ratio and m * = 2k0 κ 2 is the maximum bending moment in the beams. The resultant + r − ex is rather similar to the 0 case. However, with + m − ex , there is an additional uniform torsion in each beam.
The deflection along beams "+" for x j < x 1 < x j+1 is:
is Kirchhoff-Love maximum deflection.
Homogenization approximations
The plate surrogate for the configuration in Figure 5 is a simply supported plate under cylindrical bending where the distributed load is now p Deflection. The macroscopic deflection for the Bending-Gradient is:
Removing underbraced terms with "BG" leads to Reissner-Mindlin approximation and removing both "BG" and "RM" terms leads to Kirchhoff-Love deflection. For most sections α ≈ 1 and γ is small. Since η is typically larger than 10, the "BG" term in Equation 53 is large compared to the "RM" one. Thus, the Reissner-Mindlin approach underestimates the actual second order deflection. This is confirmed when plotting the deflection error,
along the span (Figure 7) . Beams have the same circular cross section as in Section 3.3. The Poisson's coefficient is 0.3 and the ratio between the cell-size and the section diameter is b/d = 5, which leads to η ≃ 26. The span is made of four unit-cells (n = 2, 0 < x 1 < 4n). Only half the span is plotted versus the normalized coordinate x 1 = √ 2x 1 /b. Globally, the errors remain small compared to the exact solution. As expected Kirchhoff-Love approximation underestimates the deflection. However, the correction given by Reissner-Mindlin approximation is not large enough. Actually, only the Bending-Gradient is able to properly capture all corrections related to second order effects.
Local fields. Local stress fields in the beams with the Bending-Gradient approximation write as follow: 
where the same convention as in Equation 53 is used. Exactly as in the 0 case (Section 4.1), Kirchhoff-Love approximation does not capture the shear forces r 3 in the beams. In addition, using the beam equilibrium for recovering the effect shear forces as we did in Subsubsection (4.1.2) leads to
κ cos κx 1 e − 3 which underestimates the actual shear force. This fact was already pointed out in [13] when dealing with laminated plates. The FE simulation using integration through the thickness for deriving transverse shear stress distribution was leading to un-balanced fields when the direction of orthotropy was not the same as the direction of bending. Considering now the Reissner-Mindlin approximation, there is an additional correction for m − BG which is only carried by the Bending-Gradient solution.
In order to have a closer look at this contribution, the bending moment m 2 and the torsion m 1 along beams "+" are plotted respectively in Figures 8 and 9 for the exact solution and homogenization approximations. Kirchhoff-Love and Reissner-Mindlin solutions are identical and plotted as the same continuous curve which follows the exact solution on average. By contrast, the Bending-Gradient approximation follows closely the exact solution. Especially, it captures the change of sign of the bending moment m 2 close to the support. In case the lattice is made of concrete, this kind detail is useful for an efficient design. This is not included in the other approximations.
The errors are also plotted in Figures 10 and 11 . It shows that the maximum error is 1% for the Bending-Gradient and 9% for the other approaches.
Discussion
In the previous section, three homogenization approximations of the cylindrical bending of a beam lattice were derived. The first one, leading to a Kirchhoff-Love plate model is also known to be the first order of the asymptotic expansion [1, 2] . This approach enables to have a first order estimate of the macroscopic deflection as well as local stress fields. Except with sandwich panels and laminated plates, in most application the first order deflection is accurate enough. This is also the case in this paper (the error is already smaller than 10 −3 for a span of few unit-cells). However, this approach does not capture the local effect of shear forces on the microstructure and the common practice for deriving the actual effect of transverse shear appears clearly as not reliable in more general configurations.
The Reissner-Mindlin homogenization approach used in this paper clearly misses some part of their effect. This is because of the assumption of cylindrical bending which is made in most approach for deriving a Reissner-Mindlin-like constitutive equation. This assumption enforces Q 1 = M 11,1 and precludes any possible effect of the other derivatives of the bending moment on the local stress on the microstructure.
In the present case, the Bending-Gradient approximation captures all second order effects and gives a very satisfying description of both the deflection and the local stress fields. Especially, when rotating the lattice, this accuracy is preserved. Moreover, it brought out two scaling parameters between the first order deflection and the second order deflection. The first one is related to shear forces in the beams and is the same as the one in the Reissner-Mindlin approach. It is proportional to
The second one is related to the second order torsion/bending of the beams and is proportional to γ 2 , namely (b/L) 2 . Thus the latter effect is dominant at second order provided it is activated by the plate configuration. This distinction between scaling parameters is completely discarded when using a Reissner-Mindlin approach.
Our approach still presents some limitations. First, in the present case, we chose supports conditions for the lattice so that edge effects remain limited. It is well known in homogenization that these effects might be not negligible in some configurations. This point is far out of the scope of this paper and raises the question -common to all models -regarding the mechanical meaning of plate boundary conditions. Second, the local load distribution on the microstructure was arbitrarily chosen. At first order, this choice does not affect the fields localization (Kirchhoff-Love case). However, different load distributions could generate different localization of stress fields when looking for a higher order approximation (see [24] for instance).
Finally, in the present paper, the plate model was solved in a simple, closed-form solution. This raises the question regarding the finite element implementation of the Bending-Gradient theory. Actually, it is very close to the classical Reissner-Mindlin model (with its well-known limitations). The most straightforward implementation is to add the four C 0 generalized rotation fields which are coupled to Reissner-Mindlin FEM formulation. This way the computational burden remains perfectly acceptable.
Conclusion
In this paper, the Bending-Gradient homogenization scheme was extended to space frames. Its application to a square beam lattice led to closed form solutions of the auxiliary problems. It also revealed that this microstructure cannot be properly modeled with Reissner-Mindlin theory. This observation was confirmed when comparing homogenization approaches with the exact solution of the cylindrical bending of the lattice. Only the Bending-Gradient theory is able to capture second order effects both in macroscopic deflection and in local fields.
Many other periodic structures might not be correctly modeled with Reissner-Mindlin theory such as concrete waffle slabs, orthotropic decks or composite floor systems and requires more accurate approaches such as the Bending-Gradient model. Hence, let us point out that it is perfectly possible to model a microstructure which is a mix between 3D, shell or beam elements following the direct derivation of the Bending-Gradient auxiliary problem suggested in the present paper and that other patterns are currently under investigation.
One can ask also if the Bending-Gradient theory can be easily extended to more random microstructures. The answer is actually the same as for case of a 3D random medium: it might be possible to establish bounds and argue on the statistical distribution of the microstructure. However, there is no clear argument for expecting that the Bending-Gradient would turn back to a Reissner-Mindlin model.
Finally, provided the limitations pointed out in Section 5 are kept in mind, the Bending-Gradient plate theory is considered by the authors as a sound extension of the Reissner-Mindlin theory to the case of heterogeneous plates. More precisely, it is an attempt to concentrate most of the results given by the second order of the asymptotic expansion [10] into a model which keeps most aspects of Reissner-Mindlin model, well understood by engineers.
Appendix A. Compatible fields for the Bending-Gradient theory
Equilibrium equations and boundary conditions involving stress fields are gathered in the set of statically compatible fields:
where the derivation operator ∇ − is also formally represented as a vector: a ∼ · ∇ − = a αβ ∇ β = a αβ,β is the divergence and a ∼ ⊗∇ − = a αβ ∇ γ = a αβ,γ is the gradient. ∂ω s is the portion of edge on which static boundary conditions apply and n − the related outer normal:
is the force per unit length and M ∼ d the full bending moment enforced on the edge. The plate is loaded exclusively with the out-of-plane distributed force p − = p 3 e − 3 . This set of equations is almost identical to Reissner-Mindlin equations where shear forces have been replaced by the bending gradient R ⌢ .
The compatibility conditions and boundary conditions for strain fields are gathered in the set of kinematically compatible fields:
where U − = (U i ) is the average through the thickness of the plate 3D displacement and Φ ⌢ = (Φ αβγ ) is the generalized rotation. Γ ⌢ and Φ ⌢ are 2D-third-order tensors with the following symmetry: Φ αβγ = Φ βαγ . Moreover, ∂ω k is the portion of edge on which kinematic boundary conditions apply:
is a symmetric second-order tensor related to a forced rotation on the edge. These fields are almost identical to Reissner-Mindlin kinematically compatible fields where the rotation vector is replaced by the generalized rotation Φ ⌢ . Assuming Φ ⌢ = i 
Thus in the general case, Reissner-Mindlin kinematics can be interpreted as a restriction of Φ ⌢ to i
Appendix B. Computation details for Kirchhoff-Love homogenization
In this section we detail the application of the Kirchhoff-Love auxiliary problem to the unit-cell of the lattice given in Figure 3 . For convenience, the "KL" superscript for the solution is dropped in this section.
Node equilibrium. The equilibrium of node P 1 leads to:
where ∆m − = m − (s 1 = 0) − m − (s 1 = b) and the left superscript denotes the beam (see Figure 3) .
Beam equilibrium. Equilibrium equations (5) applied to beam "h" lead to uniform resultant along the beam:
and linear bending moment: 
Taking the cross product with e Beam displacement. The constitutive equation 6 related to rotations leads to:
, and periodicity for θ − per enforces:
Thus Equation B.6 yields:
The constitutive equation for the translations leads to:
The periodicity of h u − per enforces: Result. The preceding results are summarized in the following localization field:
The Kirchhoff-Love stiffness tensors are derived using Equation 17 which leads to the result in Equation (28). Finally, using the constitutive equations: N ∼ = A ∼ ∼ : e ∼ and M ∼ = D ∼ ∼ : χ ∼ leads to the field localization given in Equation (27). 
is the resultant on beam "+" at x j . r − j is the resultant through cutting plane. Taking into account symmetry, this leads to: Macroscopic equilibrium. Using global equilibrium at node A j , it is possible to derive resultants and moments r − j and m − j through the cutting plane. We have:
in the main reference frame, where cos j = cos κx j .
Individual beam problem to solve. Combining preceding equations, it is possible to derive boundary condition to apply to each beam of set "+" in the local reference frame: 
Macroscopic stress. Furthermore, the solution for the bending moment and the bending gradient from [13] are: 
. Bending-Gradient approximation
The approximation for the lattice at 45 is derived following a similar procedure as in the previous section. However one have to take into account the rotation of the lattice. This affects both the constitutive equation of the Bending-Gradient model but also the localization in the unit-cell. Full details about rotation of R ⌢ and its constitutive equation are provided in [13] . Localization of the solution. In order to relocalize macroscopic fields, we rotate them in the reference frame of beams "+" (rotation of +45 , cf. [13] ). We get: We introduce these values in the localization Equations 27 and 34 and get the local generalized stress fields for beams "+" given in Equations 54 and 55.
